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London London is +3oC. Which fraction is the shaded part? Which figure has a greater area?Find 2 shapes with equal perimeters.Which shape does NOT have any right angles?The shapes with at least one right angle are: Which figure can form a cube when folded on the dotted lines without . Which statement is INCORRECT?Estimate the number of
flags in the picture.Which is the largest number in the picture? Which point on the number line is closest to (0 + 1 ¢ÃÂÂ 2 x 3) ?Which number has the least value? This statement is . How many bricks are needed to build these walls?Which part of the shape is green?Find the perimeter of the shape.Which of these 3-D shapes has the most edges?
Which segment has a length of 8?Find the midpoint coordinate of line segment ABWhich shape has at least 1 right angle? Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Start Quiz >> Copyright Ã©Â 2017 Mathopolis.com Sample Grade 5 Math Worksheet Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Start Quiz >> Which of these division problems has an answer of 8?What
would result in the largest number?What must be added to 378 to make 400?What is the sum of 436 and 523?What do you get if you increase 316 by 500?What is the missing number? Which two integers whose sum is 25 have the largest product?Which number is missing on the number line?How many numbers are there that are evenly divisible by 7
(no remainder)? What is his maximum change from $10? ( 5 x 5 + 5 x 5 + 5 ¢ÃÂÂ 5 x 5 ) / 5 + 5 = ?What is the average of these numbers?Find the product of the numbers.What is the product of all of these numbers?Find the product of the numbers.What is one-eighth of forty?How many dozen apples are there if there are 28 apples in the paper bag?
Add negative one to two and subtract negative three. Which shape has the smallest perimeter?What fraction of the planks are not painted yet?Which shape has the smallest number of vertexes?What is the largest number of shapes that have the same perimeter?Which shape has smaller area? What two line segments are perpendicular? . Which of the
two. How fastest moves the minute hand with respect to the hour's hand? What do you get if you add 3 to 33 three times? What was the balance in the bank account of Bob on 18 May? Estimate the relationship between the two parts areas .The rule is used for the in-out machine? . How many roads are there on the map? If an apple costs 19c, how
much they cost four apples? How many vertices does the form? How many cards are there in the image? What form displayed on the right presents the larger area? How many right angles are there in the form? What image of a transformation shows only a translation (slide)? How many shaded squares there Are they in the image? For which letter
did I use the greatest quantity of green paint? 587 +? .The ordered couple is inside the triangle? What fraction of the regular shape is not shaded? 179 of his 345 marbles rolled away. What image does symmetry? Which of these parts has the largest area? Which of these expressions gives the smallest value? Which number is equivalent to half a
quarter of an eighth of 128? Which number divided 5 is equivalent to that number minus 5? Reduce the fraction to the lower terms.qual is the number ten Smaller figures that has two equal figures? What is the smallest integer that corresponds to 2 times the sum of its figures? John buys two toys. How many nuts receive every boy? A teacher has
divided a class of 32 children into teams. Find x. What is exactly one way between 66 and 166? Find two numbers whose sum is 7 and whose product is 10.What is the closer number to 300 which is exactly divisible for 17? John saved $ 7 a week and spent $ 10 to visit the cinema with his. .This text is uppercase. 144 divided 4 is the same as 4 times x..
What part of the big square is red? How many as the following numbers itneuges itneuges iremun I ?01 a oniciv ¹Ãip elamiced oremun li ¨Ã lauQ . ¨Ã'soc ehC ?evonitnev a onif a pattern. = 630Which number multiplied by 9 is equal to 72? Which letter has two parallel lines? What time will the clock show in 65 minutes?What is the speed of a ball that
flies 48 meters in 8 seconds?If each coin has a value of 50 centimes, how much money is there?What is the least and the most number of fathers the girls might have?Jane has $3.50 in dimes. How old is he?Which matchstick do you remove to make the equation correct? A dime is a . Moscow is . This text is in lower case. He added $10. How many
dimes does she have? .What is the area of the shaded figure?Which sides of the figure seem to be perpendicular?Which group of figures CANNOT be made by cutting up the rectangle?About how many more degrees must the temperature rise to reach 44 degrees?Find the length of the white line in the middle of the corridor.How many triangles are
there?Select the shape with the largest area.Which shape below has the same perimeter as the shape at the right?Which figure has all sides the same length?How many different tiles are there?How many lines of symmetry are there?How many squares are there?Which rectangle has the largest area?Which letter in the word MATH has more than one
line of symmetry?How many squares are there? Removing which square does not change the perimeter of the blue shape?Find the shape that has the greatest number of vertexes.How many blue circles are there in this picture?Which shape has the greatest number of right angles? How old will it be in 2020?Anna bought 28 jellybeans. What would
result in the largest number?Which gives the largest answer?What is the largest number?Round the numbers 345 and 765 to the nearest 100, and then add them.Calculate: 4.5 x (3.5 ¢ÃÂÂ 2.5) + 1.5 Which value is the smallest? John had $89 in his piggy bank. Which part of the shape is blue?Find the area of the symmetrical shape.Which point is the
closest to the midpoint coordinate of line segment AB?Which has the largest .selbram will vol maS. .seonimod fo tess dradnats a si sihT?0 h00 dne 444 dn 222 neotepe serbmun sleep woH.tsegIhetF .syub 4 gnam 6 yrs yreG.tluser ehdniF?reggib c hcihW?siad001 ni ereht era skeew ww w wH1291 71 31 7 5.8971 detnalp saw eert
Shtshtxe8004000000000040000000000900000000000000000000rebmun tsegralH.TCERROCNI siT noisserpxe7DniF ?tsegral ehtEulavHcihW5.2 + (5.4 EarAtaCooperative 5.5) x 5.6 :etaluclaC?rebmun tsegral eht siTahW?rewsana tsellamsHsevigHcihW?rebmun tsegral ehlni tluser dluow?W9433333coyEteruyEgruwLwt? w?9 fo our heads na
hSmelborp noisivid esaht fu hcihW = 1 + 11 - 111 + 1111 + 11111 ?kcalb csi siek and nip het fo noitcarf tahW? ma11 litnu emit siht morf ti si gnol woH? elgairt edisni detacol si riap deredro hcihW?sebuc fo rebmun tseerg stsehtcicStssenewSejtSejtSsenewSekalSeh yesterday morff sarah denibmoc went to sleep sepahs at truS?evah sekalfons eht d
tertimmes fo senil sleep woH?retemirep tsellms h sepahs ah fo hhhhW?sehcuot llab a taht sillab fo rebmun tsegral aht si tahW?ereht era sebuc ynam woH?selgna thgthgir htiw erugif gniullof eht fo retemirep ahtHW?sehluqe owhtiwAerowIert?aSegroH? dilos siah delub ot desu erew sebuc for yesterday WoH?gnirts sih sygnl woh tuobA?erutcip hh ni
rappa senil sleeps woH?aera tsegral hhhhEpahs tahW.tuo eno dedo hhet dniF?ereht era stinu erauqs 01 nth retaerg sahtiw sepahs ynam woH?redrob nomc tsetrohs ehs sepahs owtW ?llarap W stencihlert?lert?lerrehlert?Rehrehmse? I went to see Selanga Thagar sleeping WoH?I see Zagrel Ha ha ha Epahs HhW?epahs deroloc Ha Aera Si TahW.A
dniF?od Nac TahW.,13,01,11-.erugif deroloc Ha Fo retemirep Aht TamitsE?lelarap Ot Mees Erugif Eht Fo Sedis Do many dominoes have exactly 6 points? What is the smallest number in the picture? What is the most frequently used letter in this question? Find the product of ten smaller numbers in the table. How many. What is the smaller number of
arrows that indicate in the same direction? What is the next letter of this series? How many pineapples are needed to produce 9 glasses of juice? Which of the following is less similar to others? Which number is written in alphabetical order? What word has letters that are not in alphabetical order? How many months are 30 days? How many empty
squares are there on the chessboard? Which number is the larger number if the number of Dan is 19? Which triangle is missing? How many times is the shortest FB abbreviation than the word. How it could divide the. . What is the best estimate of the total cost of these toys? What is the result? What do you get when you multiply all the numbers?
What comes after a million? What should be added to 5 dollars and 55 cents to create $ 10? Berlin is + 6 Â ° C.. What is the time of 137 minutes before noon? A watch shows this time. Which of these expressions gives the biggest value? Which number is the half of a quarter of an eighth of 320? Find the smallest value. What is the sum of 250, 350, 450
and 550? What can you add to 17.17 to do 20? What am I get if you divide 112 for 7? Which of these expressions gives the smallest value? . If an Apple costs 17p, how much does four apples costs? Which of the following is one million? What gives the smallest response? What fraction of the piano keys is white? White?
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